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ABOUT OUT OF
THE COLD
Out of the Cold Community Association provides low

barrier ,  people-centred support rooted in anti-oppressive

& harm reduction practices .  We began our work in 2007 .

The need for a low barrier shelter supporting individuals

in the Halifax area rose when Pendelton Place closed .

Pendleton Place was a safe shelter open to all genders .

Their closure devastated the community and left those

who couldn ’t access other shelters in the city

unsupported .  Members of the community came together

to respond to this need and formed Out of the Cold .  

We have an exceptional staff of compassionate and

skilled folks who are equipped to provide a wide range of

outreach and support to the people using our services .  In

2020 ,  our staff announced their successful unionization

with SEIU (Service Employees ’  International Union) Local

2 .  We have a small but dedicated group of volunteers

helping to organize the shelter and ensure our

community has access to our supports and resources .  

Harm reduction is the non-judgemental
provision of resources and support to
people who use drugs or alcohol. By
practicing harm reduction at our
shelter, we can minimize negative
consequences associated with drug and
alcohol use and offer a stigma-free
environment.
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LAND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & OUR COMMITMENT 
TO RACIALIZED COMMUNITIES

While we do this work in support of our unhoused neighbours, it’s
essential that we are mindful that we seek to provide shelter and address

the housing crisis in Mi’kma’ki, the traditional and unceded territory of
the Mi’kmaq people. While many of our neighbours are unhoused or

struggling with precarious housing, we acknowledge the
disproportionate barriers that ongoing colonization efforts and white

supremacy create and maintain in the search for safe, secure, affordable
housing for Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC). 

 

We thank Jesse Thistle for sharing these words as we acknowledge that

“unlike the common colonialist definition of homelessness ,  Indigenous

homelessness is not defined as lacking a structure of habitation ;  rather ,  it is

more fully described and understood through a composite lens of Indigenous

worldviews .  These include :  individuals ,  families and communities isolated

from their relationships to land ,  water ,  place ,  family ,  kin ,  each other ,  animals ,

cultures ,  languages and identities .  Importantly ,  Indigenous people

experiencing these kinds of homelessness cannot culturally ,  spiritually ,

emotionally or physically reconnect with their Indigeneity or lost

relationships” (Jesse Thistle / Aboriginal Standing Committee on Housing and

Homelessness ,  2012) .

 

Out of the Cold Community Association provides low barrier ,  people-centred

support rooted in anti-oppressive and harm reduction practice .  We prioritize

the support of our neighbours who face high barriers in relation to housing

and other areas of their daily life .  We acknowledge our participation in

systems that we engage with and exist within that our neighbours from the

Black ,  Indigenous and People of Colour communities have been and continue

to be displaced ,  unhoused and targeted for criminalization by and through

and commit to changing the way we do this work .  We will work to hold

ourselves ,  each other ,  our organization and other organizations we partner

with accountable for our role in maintaining these systems and for the

dismantling of these systems .  We will actively seek out and engage in

learning in connection with the ongoing revision and review of policies and

practise .  We will use our privilege and position in the community to actively

advocate against these systems and for the rights of unhoused Black ,

Indigenous and People of Colour .  Each of us ,  will be intentional around

working to nurture a place to live and work ,  that is a safer space for Black ,

Indigenous & People of Colour .  We believe that shelters are a stop-gap

measure to address homelessness and that every one of us has the right to

safe ,  healthy ,  and affordable housing
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FROM THE BOARD
Out of The Cold needs to exist as a response to the crisis of homelessness .

Our society picks winners and losers when it comes to things like escaping

poverty and homelessness ,  and unfortunately ,  our residents have lost that

lottery .  Every day ,  the staff ,  volunteers ,  and residents work together to

support one another ,  and try to make this city a better place .  Through this

shared effort ,  Out of the Cold has become a place where people gather for

mutual support and growth ,  and is often the only place people can turn to

in their time of need .  I am proud to be a part of this organization ,  and I

would like to highlight a few of the amazing accomplishments we have

achieved over the past year .

For many years ,  out of the cold ran as a program of other groups or

organizations ,  until we incorporated as a non-profit society in October of

2020 .  We decided to do this so that we could have more control over our

finances and strategic direction .  This resulted in many new and unforeseen

challenges and opportunities ,  which we tackled as they arose .  

The biggest struggle I had with incorporating as a
grown-up society was how to balance the bureaucratic
checks and balances with the need to remain true to our
grass-roots community values. It was hard to be
reviewing different board insurance quotes while also
lodging complaints about police misconduct. It was even
harder to file pedantic paperwork while our residents
dealt with the traumatic effects of the toxic drug supply
and the ongoing housing crisis.
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FROM THE BOARD CONT'D
What I learned is that the competing and sometimes nonsensical tasks are

what make Out of the Cold so special .  We are a group of people with common

values who just want to change this system that has failed so many of us for so

long .  We work on all levels to make life better for the people we see every day ,

the same people that the system has overlooked .

The coming year will be exciting for us all .  We will have to move again ,  and we

will welcome some new board members to the team .  We will also develop

some more inclusive bylaws and policies which will make Out of the Cold

more transparent and accountable to the community .  We are excited about

developing a new strategic plan ,  and supporting some of the most

marginalized people in our community .

Finally ,  I would be remiss if I didn ’t speak about the absolute miracle that is

our staff team .  Michelle Malette graciously accepted the position of inaugural

executive director last fall ,  and she is the main driver of our success .  Michelle

has inspired and recruited an incredible team of frontline workers who work

24 hours a day ,  seven days a week to ensure that our residents are supported

as best as possible .  The professionalism ,  dedication ,  and compassion of these

front line staff is without parallel ,  and the low turnover and high morale is a

testament to their leadership .   

Out of the Cold is an amazing organization ,  and I am excited to see where the

next year brings us .  Thank you for your support .

Eric Jonsson, Board Co-Chair
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FROM THE ED
As I look back on the past year it is the intentional growth of our organization and the

strengthening of the OTC community during this period of intense evolution and change

that stands out for me .  During our 2020/21 season the COVID-19 pandemic coupled with

the housing crisis ,  became constants in every facet of our work at Out of the Cold .  While

our lives were touched by the pandemic ’s reality ,  we recognised that few were affected

as harshly or profoundly as our unhoused neighbours and those forced to live in poverty .

As COVID-19 imposed new barriers on the unhoused folks and community members who

relied on OTC ’s support ,  we knew we needed to do things differently .

The state of housing was desperate before COVID, with vacancy rates hovering
around 1% and access to safe, affordable housing out of reach for too many. As the
first wave of the pandemic hit Nova Scotia, we watched access to the public spaces
that most of us take for granted become more restricted, sometimes disappearing
completely. Shelter organizations were forced to rethink their open, communal
spaces and the community as a whole lost another 40 shelter beds. 

Public Health regulations evolved rapidly as more became known (and unknown) about

the virus .  Food courts and fast food restaurants ,  public washrooms ,  libraries and the

community food and drop-in programs that many folks depended on for survival ,

reduced their services or closed .  It became imperative as an organization that we adapt

the services we offered to the reality of COVID ,  to best support the health and safety of

the people we serve ,  our staff team and volunteers ,  and the wider community .  

With financial backing from Reaching Home COVID- 19 funding ,  we pivoted our

operations from a seasonal ,  overnight shelter operated by volunteers to a 24/7 ,

professionally staffed program overseen by a program manager .  Our experience in hotel

and reports of increased well being from residents ,  made clear what we already knew ;

that shelters are not the answer to being unhoused and that housing with appropriate

supports can lead to long term stability and increased wellbeing .  We provided shelter

services for three months in hotel ,  supporting folks in accessing other shelter spaces and

temporary housing for the summer ,  before closing for the 2019/20 season on June 19th .

Conversation amongst the OTC organizing team around a new strategic direction began

in the summer months and continued into the fall .  With the creation of a small board of

directors drawn from the organizing team ,  we changed our name to reflect our new

direction ,  incorporated as a non-profit ,  began the process to be recognized as a

registered charity ,  sought more funding through Reaching Home and along with the

regular seasonal job postings ,  posted the position of Executive Director for the first time .

With great excitement I applied and when offered ,  accepted the new position of

Executive Director for Out of the Cold Community Association .  As a team ,  we came to

the consensus that the 2020/21 season would be our last season with a primary focus on

providing an emergency shelter program and that we would begin planning a transition

to providing permanent supported housing .  I am grateful to all past ,  present and future

organizers and board members who played a role in getting us here .  
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FROM THE ED CONT'D

This season ,  we are fortunate to have the use of a large building with space to support a

vibrant community drop-in ,  an industrial kitchen ,  space for staff ,  11 separate rooms for

sleeping and a total of 25 bed spaces .  A large common room allows us to accommodate

an additional 4 folks at a time when the rest of our beds are full and provides the space

we need for social distancing while relaxing and gathering .  We focus our support and

services on filling gaps for individuals and couples of all genders who experience high

barriers ,  prioritizing those who are restricted ,  barred ,  banned and timed out from

accessing other shelter supports .  We recognize that barriers around mental health and

substance or alcohol use often result in criminalization and affect the ability for many

folks to maintain their stay in shelter or access services in the community .  Staff facilitate

weekly resident meetings ,  providing space for feedback that better informs our

programs and services and affirms that our residents are why we do what we do .  The

space is filled with art ,  plants and soft lighting .  Our low barrier ,  harm reduction focused

program better supports residents in successfully maintaining their stay .  

As leaders in the delivery of low barrier shelter supports and services, OTC
prioritizes filling gaps for our unhoused neighbours who are most marginalized and
underserved in our community. This work is frequently physically ,  mentally and

emotionally challenging and arguably more so during a global pandemic .  During our

pre-season training week ,  I was excited to lend my support to my colleagues as they

ratified their first collective agreement ,  unionizing through SEIU 2 .  Being part of the OTC

team means being asked to hold space for the people we support ,  while staying open to

learning from residents and community members and questioning what we think we

know .  It means trusting in & collaborating with each other as a team .  It means digging

deep into holistic ,  low barrier supports like harm reduction ,  engaging with folks in

potentially new and unfamiliar ways and examining what best practise can and does

look like .  The staff have responded overwhelmingly with intention and care ,  individually

and collectively investing themselves in our residents and community members ,  as well

as each other .  This care is evident in every corner of our space and is genuinely reflected

back to us by the community we support and serve .  In meeting people where they are ,

staff build relationships based on mutual respect and trust ,  where everyone ’s dignity

remains intact .  It has been a truly beautiful ,  community building experience that I feel

grateful and privileged to be part of .  

It ’s important to acknowledge the wider community of supporters and volunteers who

show up for us in a myriad of big and little ways !  The coffee poured ,  the just right coat

found for someone ,  the supper made in the shelter and the cleanup afterward makes

everything better here .  Thank you for dropping off socks ,  sleeping bags and comfy

armchairs or for donating the money for us to pick up those things ourselves .  The care

that goes into the cookies baked and the sandwiches made is evident .  We know how

long you stand in line to get those gift cards loaded with $5 ,  10 ,  15 .  We could not do this

work without the financial contributions we ’ve received ,  both big and small .  Thank you

to the more than 5000 people supporting and interacting with us on our social media .

We want you to know that ALL of your contributions make a difference .  We want you to

know that the residents feel cared for and seen by every single act of your kindness .  We

want you to know that you create space for staff to have more time for residents and

community members .  Thank you for being part of this community .  We appreciate you !
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FROM THE ED CONT'D

Without a lease extension in our current location we are forced to close the shelter
down for the 2020/21 season on Saturday, June 26th. This is not where the work
stops. We are actively engaged in the process of seeking sustained program funding
from different levels of government and are moving closer to our goal of low
barrier, harm reduction focused, permanent supported housing. As we transition
our service model from shelter to permanent supported housing, we will continue to
prioritize our unhoused neighbours with the highest barriers. We will continue to
acknowledge and assert that shelters are a desperately inadequate solution to the
barriers folks are experiencing out in the world and that everyone has a right to
housing.  

I opened the season with a message urging the wider community to continue to push for

a multitude of approaches to solutions and I will close it doing the same .  We still need

equitable access to housing for marginalized and racialized people ,  stronger enforceable

rights for tenants ,  rent geared to income paired with a variety of affordable housing

options ,  permanent rent control that protects people who rent their homes and

collaboration between government and the individuals and organizations on the ground

who hold the expertise in the field and are already engaged in this work .  It is essential

that all of these strategies include input from people directly affected ,  not folks working

at higher levels who may not understand and do not experience these impacts .  Each one

of us has the right to a safe ,  healthy ,  affordable home .  We thank you for supporting our

work and helping us to keep our neighbours warm and fed .  I am proud of how we ’ve

nurtured this community and grown in this past year .  I ’m excited for the challenges to

come !  

My love and rage,

Michelle Malette 
Executive Director
Out of the Cold Community Association. 
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FROM THE STAFF
Being a staff member with Out of the Cold Community Association means being a part of

a community .  This year showed that more than ever ,  as our staff team unionized ,  we

transformed into a 24/7 shelter ,  and we continued to increase our understanding of what

it means to be a low barrier ,  harm reduction focused organization .

It was a big year for staff at OTC ,  and one major event was the team joining SEIU 2 !

This was an important and powerful step for us as staff ,  to be better supported in

supporting the folks we serve .   We are super grateful to our Executive Director ,  Michelle

Malette ,  for their support in that process .  Often in these frontline care worker roles ,  we

see an exploitation of workers ,  and a lack of empowerment .   That description cannot be

anymore opposite to the environment we get to work in .   

We aren ’t just ‘working a job ’ .   We are constantly asking questions ,  learning from the

folks we serve ,  and shifting the way we operate in order to best serve our community .  We

are empowered and encouraged to continuously question and grow as workers and as an

organization .   It ’s one reason why we are so passionate and engaged in the work we do .

Being low barrier means that we are always working with our residents and community

members to better learn how best to serve them .  This creates a vibrant team-focused

workplace ,  as issues are discussed openly ,  solutions are collaborative ,  and there is never

any shortage of love and kindness in the staff room .

We are so excited and proud of the growth and progress of Out of the Cold this year ,  but

of course there is so much more work to do .  We still do not have consistent funding ,

which puts even more stress on our residents .  Being the only low-barrier ,  harm reduction

focused ,  all-gender shelter in Halifax ,  means that we fill a large and important gap .  As

frontline staff ,  we are witness to the daily oppressions and barriers that our residents and

community members face .   We dream of being able to have a consistent space to house

the folks we support .   

We dream of having an open drop-in location to engage and support the
wider community.  We dream of a time where housing is a human right,
where folks are adequately supported based on their needs, and where we
can be there to support our community in not only surviving, but fully
thriving.  We dream it, and therefore we will create it, one step at a time.

A big thank you to all the volunteers ,  donators ,  meal creators ,  baked goods providers ,

and everyone who supported OTC this year !   We get to see the direct impact these

actions have on the folks we serve ,  and we are so grateful .

Kat Stein, Frontline Resident Support Worker
Gus Richardson, Outreach and Case Manager
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Out of the Cold began operating in 2007 and was volunteer-run for over a

decade .  After transitioning to a staff-based model ,  OTC was governed by

other non-profit boards who generously provided their time ,  expertise ,  and

guidance .  However ,  it was time for us to move in an independent direction

as an organization .   We are now in our first year of operation as a non-profit ,

and this has enabled us to make strategic financial decisions ,  resulting in a

break-even year .  Our revenue matched our expenses and we kept our

administrative costs low .  Our current balance sheet reflects that we have

cash or equivalent assets of $182 ,000 and that for a small non-profit we are

financially sound .  Because this is our first year ,  we do not have comparative

financials for prior years ,  but going forward you can expect comparisons of

our revenue and expenses .  On the next two pages you 'll be able to review a

snapshot of our financials .  

Before we dig into numbers, I feel it is
important to highlight the work being done
by the individuals in our organization.
Michelle Malette, Executive Director, is an
excellent leader and continues to empower
her staff to support residents through the
struggles of the pandemic, as well as the
ongoing barriers they face from systems
that continually fail them. To the staff, thank
you for continuing to show up with
dedication, compassion, and understanding.
I would also like to thank Doreen Logan, our
Finance Manager for her ongoing work in
ensuring we are in good financial shape.

Thank you to our funders ,  our corporate and

private donors ,  and to those who volunteer

their time to supporting our residents .  As we

move forward into our next fiscal year ,  we will

have to secure more funding ,  find a new

location ,  and ensure the good standing of our

organization .  I 'm excited to join the Out of the

Cold board and look forward supporting their

work .  

Chrissy Merrigan
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AHANS
67.3%

Province of NS
13.7%

Private donations
8.1%

Corporate donations
6.7%

Grants - NSHA
3.9%

Gifts in Kind
0.3%

REVENUE/INCOME REPORT

Our largest federal funder is Reaching Home .  The money is distributed

to us through the Affordable Housing Association of Nova Scotia

(AHANS) .  The Department of Community services (DCS) provided us

with $40 ,000 of funding to date this year .  The Social Justice

Committee - Society of Saint Vincent de Paul ,  Halifax Particular

Council spent $14 ,000 on new cots and bed bug covers for the shelter .

They hope to continue to partner with us through financial support .  

TOTAL INCOME$411,646
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Salaries
74.2%

Property
11.6%

Shelter
10.8%

Administrative 
3.4%

EXPENDITURE REPORT

BREAKDOWN

OPERATIONS$320,816
PROPERTY$47,937

SHELTER$44,659
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“This place has really given people hope when there isn ’t any hope ,

somewhere safe where there ’s a bed and where you can clean and

take care of yourself .  Even with a wide variety of people here in the

shelter ,  we all find a way to get along and make a home and be fed

really well…The way I am treated here makes me want to treat

people better .  ” 

 

Leo, OTC Resident

“When a group of like-minded individuals consistently discusses

strategies ,  decisions ,  successes ,  and failures ,  all the while opening

our ears to receive and implement feedback from the community ,

there is nothing that we can ’t achieve .  It is groups like OTC that

truly hold the power to affect meaningful systemic change for our

society ’s most disadvantaged individuals .  I did not expect to learn

such life-changing lessons about the power of loving your

community .

 

Campbell McClintock, OTC Staff Member & OTC Union Steward
for SEIU 2

COMMUNITY IMPACT
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“OTC is a great place .  A lot of people who would get kicked out on

the streets at other places have a place to stay here .  OTC staff went

out of their way to help me in some really hard times ,  and they did

things to help me that they didn 't have to .  It 's working really well

for a lot of people on the streets .  And it feels safe because the

shelter doesn 't work as much with police . ”  

 

Jansen, Community Member & Drop-in Space Participant

COMMUNITY IMPACT

Grants we received for our Community Drop-In Food Program 
$6000 from the Chebucto West & Halifax Community Health Boards

$10,000 from the Dartmouth Community Health Board
$4500 from MAZON Canada
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SHELTER COORDINATOR

I am so grateful to have a job that allows me to show love and care in so many

different ways .  Love is not always a hug and “I love you . ”  Love is knowing staff will

make you a cake on your birthday ,  love is a pair of shoes that fits just right ,  love is

extra blankets and pillows and no limits on seconds or thirds .  The people who

donate their time ,  money and energy to OTC make it possible for us to support folks

in the way that we do .  This year ,  COVID created even bigger gaps in an already

failing system to provide support to folks outside .  Lockdowns and lack of funds made

it so there were even less opportunities for folks to receive hot food or warm clothes

and virtually no options at all to use a washroom ,  have a shower ,  do laundry or have

a place to warm up in the winter .  

OTC is all about filling gaps, its what we do. We installed a shower downstairs
for folks outside, and quickly got started on our Community Drop In Program.
This initiative allowed us to provide not only a place to warm up, but hot meals,
coffees, blankets, winter coats, clothing, footwear, personal care items and
harm reduction items to folks outside. Hungry? Have a meal, or two if you need
it. Need a shower? Here is your towel, soap and shampoo, take as long as you
need.

Since we opened in December ,  we have provided :  6574 bagged lunches ,  2043 hot

coffees ,  4116 hot meals ,  256 winter coats ,  191 blankets and 155 trips to our shower and

bathroom .  I cannot count the number of times folks using this service expressed to

us that we were their only hope in receiving this support ,  we are the only

organization in the city doing something like this on a 24/7 basis .  This is not to

shame anyone else for being unable to provide this support but to stress the

importance of this program .  This program has allowed us to keep people safe ,  stay

connected with folks outside ,  and work toward giving people the dignity they

deserve .  Though we always work with folks on diversion and finding other supports

that are more consistent throughout the year ,  many folks have come to rely on this

program .  Seeing this program come to a close would be devastating for us and truly

life changing for others .  

Our 60 on site volunteers have put in over 1000 hours for us since we opened up in

December .  That is 1000 hours of chopping veggies and stirring pots ,  piling laundry

bags into the back of their trucks and handing out coats to folks staying outside .  I

cannot stress that we truly could not have done this without them .  It is a privilege to

be the liaison between our folks and the community .  It makes me believe in change .

It is a beautiful reminder that humans are full of kindness and love and it is our

natural instinct to support the people around us ,  even when the world tries to

convince us of something else .  Below is a list of people we would like to thank for

supporting us this year .  Your kindness makes a difference ,  thank you for being you

and helping us become who we are .

Chloe Budd, Shelter Coordinator 
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Atlantic Jewish Council 
Halifax West Ecumenical Food Bank

St. Vincent de Paul 
Jeff Mayhew & the Sportwheels Team

Trainyard General Store  
Tart and Soul 

Rotaract Club of Halifax
Luke MacDonald

Hurricane Hockey Moms 
Calvin Presbyterian Church 

Fairview United Church 
St John’s United Church Fall River 

Gorsebrook Junior High 
Loaded Ladle

Bedford Lions Club
Quinpool Dominos 

Freeman’s Pizza 
Spencer House Seniors Centre 
St David’s Presbyterian Church

Beast Underneath 
Rad Storm 

Food Against Fascism
Wonder’neath

 & any more individual donors and groups!
 
 

Lynn Rotin 
Schuyler Smith 
Gregory & Olga Shepshelevich 
Greg Hirsch 
Andrea Hilchie-Pye
Jane & David Schlosberg 
Marta Smith 
Nancy Cleplinski 
Myrna Yazer 
Linda Schroeder 
Sara Greenblatt 
Sharon Waxman 
Sondra Rutman 
Solomon & Zev Nagler 
Angela Henderson 
Inbal Bahar 
Dan Drory 
Suzanne Funnell 
Paige MacPherson Marsh 
Inge Cox 
Linda Kreger 
Cyncie Moore 
Marguerite Sands 
Rita Armbruster 
Meaghan Murphy Whiteway
Cathy Millet
Alicia Melanson 
Angie Jensen 
Kelly Nichols
Nancy Mills 
Linda Gates
Erika MacLean 
Tracy Koslowski 
Joan Kent 
Stephanie Bilodeau 
Sangeeta Raj 
Donna Hughes 
Faye LeBlanc 
Judy Elliot
Pamela Cortello 
Tina Nadeau 
Matt Kelvey 

Allison Power 
Ralph Mackenzie 
Heather Roach
Eric Jonsson
Denise MacMillan 
Kerstin Landry
Emma Greer
Rachael Gardner
Rollin Smith
Harry Kritchely
Susanne Litke
Stephanie Mullin
Ashley Anderson
Sophie Belliveau
Ian Donovan 
Jeighk Koyote
Heather Roach
Adriane Salah
Arena Thomson
Allison Banfield
Andrea Ritchie 
Ashley Anderson 
Emma Costello
Sadie Pitts
Victoria Daaboul
Cara MacKenzie
Ian Donovan
Arlo Yirka
Alina Young 
Raoul Tanyan 
Juniper Littlefield 
Adriane Salah 
Judy Elliot
Nicole MacDonald & Fam
Sam-Alexandre Mercier 
Dave Hanson
Lynda Porter Ross
Janice Decoste
Kelly Nichols 
Shari Frizzell 
Michelle Parsons 

 

VOLUNTEERS & THANKS 

Volunteer hours 
 Community Drop-In: 210 hours Kitchen / Meals:  736 hours 
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Heather and I have been volunteering since late winter ,  cooking

and serving food mostly on Sundays .  It was more than just a way for

us to give back - it became a connection with the clients and the

staff in an impactful way .  Learning what everyone liked to eat and

how to make the meals more fun and exciting was extra special .

Wholesome ,  healthy and filling meals goes a long way towards

everyone 's health and wellbeing .  We 've felt honoured to share the

space with the clients ,  to learn their names and a bit about their

life or their future plans and serve a warm meal together .

Volunteering at the Out of the Cold shelter has been an extremely

important part of our year .  We look forward to helping in future .   

Ashley Anderson & Heather Roach, Volunteers

My first volunteer shift ,  I expected for there to be rules about how

much food or how many snacks residents could have ,  but there

weren 't (which I should have expected based on what I knew about

OTC) .  That choice is something that most residents regularly

exercise and something that I feel contributed to the hominess of

the space :  yes there 's a tasty and nutritious home cooked meal

available and they can have seconds ,  but there 's also leftovers from

lunch ,  the pantry is stocked with goodies ,  we have an endless

supply of sandwiches ,  someone dropped off some home baking ,  or

we could make a smoothie .  People sit down for supper or a snack ,

there 's a TV on ,  people are hanging out ,  there are plants

everywhere - it 's very homey .  I 've never cooked at any other shelter

but I imagine this is uncommon . ”

Cara MacKenzie, Volunteer

6574 1043 4116
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Being a part of the Out of the Cold Community is a rewarding

experience .  The Staff and Volunteers do amazing work with those

in need in our Community .  They treat everyone with respect and

strive to ensure that our guests needs are met .  The best part is the

everyone is accepted and without judgement .  The world needs

more of these amazing people .  It is an honour to be associated

with Out of the Cold and helping to make a difference in our

community .   

Allison Power, Volunteer

Since my retirement ,  l havebeen an active volunteer supporting some of

the most vulnerable members of our community .  I discovered the Out

of the Cold Shelter while working with The Freedom Foundation ,  a

home for men recovering from various addictions .  My first visit to the

shelter was a tremendous learning experience .  I was amazed at the

level of support that the shelter provided ,  not only emergency housing ,

but a safe place to congregate ,  a hot meal ,  appropriate clothing and ,

equally important ,  staff to help connect guests to a wide range of

support services .  I could see instantly the impact that this shelter was

having on some of the most marginalized members of our community .

That was four/five years ago and since that time l have been

volunteering a couple of evenings a week and helping out in any way

that l can .  In my world of volunteering ,  my time at the shelter is some

of the most rewarding personally .  It is the non-judgemental

environment and the personal contact with the guests and the staff

that make my time there so enjoyable .  As a volunteer ,  you are made to

feel that you are part of a team ,  all perusing the same goal which is to

support each other .  I have always considered it such a privilege to be

part of a group that is supporting people in such an important and

impactful way .  

Ralph MacKenzie, Volunteer

118 256+
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Our shelter sign was
commissioned and painted for
us by local Indigenous artist,

Tayla Paul.
 

 

Our Community Drop-In
quickly became an essential
community support for folks

experiencing precarious
housing and for those sleeping
rough. From the list of services

available to the community,
you can see why!

The Community Drop-In space
welcomes everyone who walks
through the front door, 24/7. 
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Sunday brunch is a weekly
event that we all look forward

to. The staff team is hard at
work here making food for 25+

folks.
 

The AED was generously
donated to us by Mike

Janczyszyn EHS AED Registry
Program Coordinator

Emergency Health Services
 

Can't have brunch without
whipped cream and berries! 
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This year we had independent
stylist and volunteer Sophie in

to support residents with
haircuts! Residents were

excited and grateful for the
opportunity to have access to a
professional stylist; something
many of us take for granted. 

 

Here's a rare photo of one of our bed
spaces. The Social Justice Committee -

Society of Saint Vincent de Paul,
Halifax Particular Council, generously
donated 27 cots and bedbug covers to

us this season. These comfortable &
durable cots replaced the collapsible,

red cross emergency cots we were
using previously. This was a huge
investment in us on their part of

approximately $14,000 and it made a
big difference in wellbeing of residents. 

 

Our space is filled with art and
we've encouraged residents and

community members to contribute.
The colouring poster is the work of
the same artist who made our sign,

Tayla Paul. We have set up a station
where folks can stop and colour as

the mood strikes them. The
colouring was added over a number

of days, by different folks. 
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Long-time volunteer Ralph
Mackenzie doing the weekly

laundry drop off.
 

One of many socially distanced
donations we received this
year! Thank you to all our

supporter
 

OTC staff member Becca, took
training through her Med

program at U of T to become a
Naloxone trainer. At their

request, she provided training
in overdose signs and

symptoms twice to staff and
once to residents.
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Donations are deeply appreciated to continue

offering our support to the community .

 

Monetary donations can be sent via EMT to :

donations@outofthecold-hfx.ca
 

We also accept cheque donations sent to :

PO Box 36180

5675 Spring Garden Road

Halifax Nova Scotia B3J 1G0
 

HOW TO HELP
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mailto:donations@outofthecold-hfx.ca


CONTACTS US

Shelter  Support Line

902 830 4821

https://www.outofthecold-hfx.ca/

 

Follow our socials:
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https://www.instagram.com/otchfx/
https://www.facebook.com/OTC.HFX/
https://twitter.com/otchfx

